BROKER (aibGROUP)

VS

Compare cover and premiums offered to you, through
different Insurance Providers.

They only sell their own product. They don’t offer comparisons
of cover and premiums with other Insurance Providers.

In-office Claims Team (Wellington based), working for you and not the Insurance
Company, who are dedicated to helping and supporting you in your time of need.
We communicate with the Insurer on your behalf, as a means of
ease and sufficiency.
We are able to interpret Insurance jargon into a language you understand
clearly.
Provided with expert advice around all aspects of Insurance
and products best suited to your requirements.
Access to more comprehensive coverage, higher policy limits and
fewer restrictions.
Allocated Broker; you will be corresponding with the same Broker
each and every time.

DIRECT / BANKS

Direct Insures generally use ‘Call Centre’ facilities to manage claims, which tend to
result in longer waiting periods, constant chasing of progress and lack of priority.

Client

You are dealing with the Insurance Company directly, which can prove
frustrating and time consuming.
Use of Insurance jargon, which can be hard to understand.
Limited advice or Market knowledge provided to you, to assure your
assets are covered adequately, as you require.
Prescriptive policy clauses, lower policy limits and more cover
restrictions.
Call Centre service, having to deal with numerous people for one claim/query.

There are generally two ways to access the Insurance market; Direct with Insurers/Banks and via Brokers. Brokers, like us here at
aibGROUP, tend to focus on the Product, the Provider and the Service provided to their clients. The “Direct” Insurance market
tends to focus more on Cost Structures and amongst other strategies, ways to limit expense associated with wider coverage. There
are a number of factors we recommend you consider, when deciding on what Insurance provider you wish to proceed with i.e
Service, Claims experience, Advice but most importantly Coverage. It is essential you are aware of the depth of cover you are being
offered and that these policies outline coverage adequate to what you require for your assets.

